
Leverage the power of AI-driven cameras and technology to enable 
a dynamic and comprehensive view of your entire parking facility.

Visibility Beyond License Plate Recognition (LPR)
Typically, parking facilities use license plate recognition (LPR) to track vehicles entering and exiting 
their facilities by photographing license plates. Sometimes, however, a license plate is covered up, 
too dirty to read, or simply not there. LPR is ineffective in these situations. 

The state-of-the-art technology Garage Vision uses to fingerprint vehicles goes beyond LPR camera 
capabilities. It enables your cameras to capture highly detailed images of all cars entering and 
exiting your facility including characteristics like vehicle type and color.

Not only does Garage Vision ensure that every vehicle in your facility can be accurately identified, 
but it also offers a more effective means to identify and track vehicles such as monthly permit 
parkers, allowing repeat users quick access into the garage.

What is the NexPark Garage Vision?  
Umojo’s NexPark Garage Vision is an AI-driven camera system designed to give you detailed 
visibility across your parking ecosystem any time, from anywhere. 

Garage Vision’s in-lane transaction monitoring and recording capabilities support facility-wide 
control and ensure a smooth customer experience, all from a single, centralized remote portal.

Using Garage Vision’s proprietary camera technology throughout your parking facility, you can 
also obtain real-time occupancy data, create stronger enforcement, and enable a 360-degree 
view for effective remote facility management.  

NexPark Garage Vision
Operational Excellence and Superior 
Experience Through Better Garage 
Management
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•   Better Visibility Means Better Control – 
Garage Vision provides operators with much more 
control over their parking facility by providing a dynamic 
view of everything happening across the garage. Greater 
real-time visibility allows for better activity tracking and 
enforcement of parking policies, as well as great  
security for your parkers. 

•  A First-rate Customer Experience – With in-lane 
transaction recording, you can analyze every interaction 
with your parkers to improve customer service and create 
a more effective operation. Better flow management, 
frictionless customer touchpoints, improved access for 
passholders and greater security all made possible by 
enhanced visibility into your operations contribute to a  
first-rate experience for your parkers.

•  Lower Operating Costs – Garage Vision’s 
comprehensive remote monitoring capabilities and 
automation mean that you don’t have to hire staff and 
security to patrol the garage all the time. Enforcement 
and investigations into incidents are more effective 
and take less time and manpower to resolve with video 
recording of all interactions.  

•  Minimize Revenue Leakage – Enable stronger 
enforcement of parking rules and drastically reduce revenue 
leakage across your portfolio through better visibility into 
every transaction and in-lane monitoring.

Garage Vision’s in-lane and parking data tracking capabilities 
combined with advanced vehicle fingerprinting technology 
empowers you to take your parking operations to the next 
level of analytics, enforcement, and remote monitoring. 

Why You’ll Love NexPark Garage Vision
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Start making better decisions about your parking 
services offer and operations.  Get a Demo today!

About Umojo 
Umojo is a leading platform provider of mobility technology, omnichannel 
contact center operations, data analytics, and network security to drive 
operational excellence and superior customer experience for the Mobility 
Industry. The Umojo Nexus Platform powers the core of all Umojo solutions, 
and harnesses deep expertise to allow municipalities, parking operators, and 
businesses to better serve their customers and citizens. Using the most accurate 
camera AI, and integrations with everyone in the industry, Umojo can provide 
unmatched insights and controls to on and off-street parking and mobility.
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